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ABSTRACT: Modern biomarker and translational research as well as personalized health care
studies rely heavily on powerful omics’ technologies, including metabolomics and lipidomics.
However, to translate metabolomics and lipidomics discoveries into a high-throughput clinical
setting, standardization is of utmost importance. Here, we compared and benchmarked a
quantitative lipidomics platform. The employed Lipidyzer platform is based on lipid class
separation by means of differential mobility spectrometry with subsequent multiple reaction
monitoring. Quantitation is achieved by the use of 54 deuterated internal standards and an
automated informatics approach. We investigated the platform performance across nine
laboratories using NIST SRM 1950−Metabolites in Frozen Human Plasma, and three NIST
Candidate Reference Materials 8231−Frozen Human Plasma Suite for Metabolomics (high
triglyceride, diabetic, and African-American plasma). In addition, we comparatively analyzed 59 plasma samples from individuals
with familial hypercholesterolemia from a clinical cohort study. We provide evidence that the more practical methyl-tert-butyl ether
extraction outperforms the classic Bligh and Dyer approach and compare our results with two previously published ring trials. In
summary, we present standardized lipidomics protocols, allowing for the highly reproducible analysis of several hundred human
plasma lipids, and present detailed molecular information for potentially disease relevant and ethnicity-related materials.

■ INTRODUCTION
Lipids are involved in a plethora of (patho-)physiological
functions and therefore their accurate identification and
quantification are important for the study and diagnosis of
numerous diseases. Lipids and their corresponding metabolic
enzymes can serve as endogenous bioactive mediators,1

potential disease markers,2 future drug targets,3 or precision
medicine markers for future development of personalized drug
treatment.4 These developments have contributed to the field
of lipidomics5 and generated substantial interest in the
scientific community during the last decade.6 However, as
recently argued by Liebisch et al., lipidomics needs stand-
ardization.7 The complexity of the human lipidome not only
results in challenges related to lipid annotation8 but also
identification9 and quantification.10 These issues are crucial to
address if the success of lipidomics is to be translated from
experimental in vitro and in vivo studies to the clinical space.
Ultimately, the goal is to obtain accurate and precise
quantitative measurements from lipids with standardized
names across large cohort studies. Moving toward this goal,
successful interlaboratory comparison of lipidomics studies and

data will be key to further expanding the application of
lipidomics into a clinical setting. Present-day clinical lipidomics
applies diverse analytical approaches leading to vastly deviating
results. The most prominent platforms applied in preclinical
lipidomics include nuclear magnetic resonance-11 and liquid
chromatography−mass spectrometry (LC−MS)-based ap-
proaches, either involving triple quadrupole or high-resolution
mass spectrometers,12 as well as flow-injection based
approaches, with some now including ion-mobility13,14

technologies. To this end, only a small number of studies
have investigated the necessary analytical parameters man-
datory for a broader application of lipidomics in the clinic.
Cajka et al. compared several untargeted LC−MS-based
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lipidomics platforms in an interlaboratory study under identical
experimental conditions and found largely comparable
results.11 In contrast, Thompson et al. compared a kit-based
metabolomics and lipidomics workflow in an international
interlaboratory setting and found high coefficients of variation
(CV) of up to 306% for glycerolipids and 181% for
glycerophospholipids, even under identical analytical set-
tings.15 Another study by Bowden et al.10 compared the
results obtained using different approaches at different sites
and presented consensus location estimates (e.g., consensus
means) with associated uncertainties in the NIST Standardized
Reference Material 1950−Metabolites in frozen human plasma
(SRM 1950). The authors compared these results with the
concentration values noted from the LIPID MAPS con-
sortium16 and found that the participating laboratories
measured phospholipids (particularly LPC, PC, PE, and PI)
and, in general, the most abundant lipids more consistently.
In the current study, we evaluated the applicability of the

Lipidyzer platform for generating high-throughput quantitative
lipidomics data in multiple laboratories. Both traditional mass
spectrometry-based shotgun lipidomics and the Lipidyzer
platform measure and quantify comparable numbers of lipid
species. However, shotgun lipidomics suffers from inaccurate
quantification caused by overlapping isomeric and isobaric
lipid species. The Lipidyzer platform overcomes this issue by
employing differential mobility spectrometry (DMS) and
multiple reaction monitoring (MRM) on a QTRAP mass
spectrometer and by applying 54 isotopically labeled internal
standards. At present, the platform can quantify >1000 lipid
species across 13 lipid classes (CE, cholesterylester; CER,
ceramide; DAG, diacylglycerol; DCER, dihydroceramide; FFA,
free fatty acid; HCER, hexosylceramide; LCER, lactosylcer-
amide; LPC, lysophosphatidylcholine; LPE, lysophosphatidy-
lethanolamine; PC, phosphatidylcholine; PE, phosphatidyle-
thanolamine; SM, sphingomyelin; and TAG, triacylglycerol).17

However, while some studies have compared the Lipidyzer
performance with conventional platforms,18,19 an evaluation of
its performance across different laboratories in a preclinical
setting is still needed. Moreover, this further extends to
evaluate the use of either the classic Bligh and Dyer (BD)
protocol,20 with which the platform has originally been
validated against, or the potentially more practical methyl
tert-butyl ether (MTBE) protocol.21 Ultimately, such compar-
isons are an important prerequisite for successfully applying
quantitative lipidomics in clinical research studies to ensure
standardized and highly reproducible data. In the current
study, we (i) compared two different lipid extraction methods
using NIST SRM 1950 in nine laboratories, (ii) determined
consensus concentration values of lipid species and lipid classes
in four NIST pooled plasma reference materials (nine
laboratories measured NIST SRM 1950 and seven laboratories
measured the remaining NIST candidate 8231 (RM) reference
materials), and (iii) compared the lipid concentration among
three laboratories in plasma samples from individuals identified
with familial hypercholesterolemia (FH) and known to suffer
from cardiovascular disease (CVD). We were able to assign
consensus concentration values for hundreds of lipid species in
the NIST SRM 1950 and NIST candidate RM 8231 derived of
diabetic (DB) individuals, high triglyceride (HTG) individuals,
and Young, African-American (AA) donors, using a single
analytical technique.
In summary, we investigated the use of standardized

extraction protocols and the reproducibility for an extensive

array of lipids in human plasma materials of different metabolic
health states and ethnicity, as well as conducted a comparative
analysis of a clinical cohort study.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Study Design. The study was conducted in four different
phases, starting with organization and development of the
study protocol and workflow. Nine out of 12 invited
laboratories (five from Europe and four from the United
States) agreed to participate in the study. Each partner was
assigned a unique site number for anonymous data sharing. All
participating laboratories were provided with the NIST
standards and patient samples and the study protocol. A
detailed description of the study design can be found in
Supporting Information S1.

Samples. The NIST candidate RM suite was provided by
NIST (Gaithersburg, Maryland, US) and consisted of the
following materials: (i) Pooled Plasma 1: Diabetic Plasma
(DB) (ii) Pooled Plasma 2: High Triglyceride Plasma (HTG)
(iii) Pooled Plasma 3: Young, African American Plasma (AA),
and (iv) Pooled Plasma 4: SRM 1950 Plasma (SRM1950).
Along with the NIST RM, three laboratories analyzed 59

plasma samples from a clinical trial provided by the Erasmus
MC, Rotterdam, The Netherlands (Eric Sijbrands). More
details are provided in Supporting Information S1.

Chemicals and Consumables. The laboratories were
asked to use chemicals and consumables of LC−MS grade or
higher. A reference list, including the Lipidyzer internal
standard (IS) kits and Lipidyzer control plasma standard,
was provided. It was not mandatory to use the same lot# for IS
between the laboratories (further details can be found in
Supporting Information S1).

Sample Preparation. Two lipid extraction methods were
evaluated in this study. The BD extraction protocol20

(modified to use dichloromethane) is the standard protocol
provided with the Lipidyzer platform. The MTBE extraction
protocol21 provided a faster and more facile alternative (for
further details, please refer to the detailed sample preparation
protocols provided in Supporting Information S1).

Lipidyzer Platform Analysis. The Lipidyzer platform
consists of a SCIEX QTRAP 5500 mass spectrometer
equipped with a SelexION differential ion mobility (DMS)
interface and a Nexera X2 ultrahigh-performance liquid
chromatography/tandem mass spectrometry system operated
with Analyst software (detailed information can be found in
Supporting Information S1).

Initial Screening and Selection Criteria. Data were
received as xls result files. For each day and for each lipid
species, three out of five replicates had to be reported to
consider the lipid concentration from the measurement day.
Furthermore, for SRM 1950 plasma, only lipids reported by at
least seven out of nine sites were considered in the study. In
the remaining NIST plasma standards, the lipids were reported
if at least five out of seven sites provided data for them. The
mean concentration from each site was used to calculate the
consensus value. The mean concentration of each measure-
ment day from each site was used to calculate the CV.

Calculation of Consensus Values and Associated
Uncertainties. Among various approaches22−24 available to
calculate consensus values, the median of means (MEDM)
approach25 was applied in this study as it has been used
previously in related investigations.10,26 A detailed description
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of the calculations and criteria can be found in Supporting
Information S1.
Nomenclature. Although the output format of the

Lipidyzer platform does not strictly adhere to the lipid short-
hand notation described by Liebisch et al.,27 we have kept this
format to facilitate data handling and comparison in this
multicenter study. Nevertheless, Table S1A in Supporting
Information S1 exemplifies how the Lipidyzer format translates
into the lipid short-hand annotation as described by Liebisch et
al.27 Additionally, it must be noted that for TAG lipids, the
Lipidyzer platform can only define one of the three FA side
chains. Hence, a TAG lipid specified as, for example, TAG 54:
6-FA 18:1 would refer to a TAG lipid with 54 carbons, 6

double bonds, and 1 side chain being FA 18:1. This also results
in the fact that one concatenated TAG lipid can be reported
with various combinations of fatty acyl tails (e.g., TAG 54:6-
FA 16:0, TAG 54:6-FA 20:4, and so on). Consequently, this
leads to an overestimation of the number of measured TAG
species and TAG 54:6 will be reported three times, once for
each acyl side chain. While this annotation is advantageous for
fatty acid composition analysis, it overestimates the number of
TAGs reported. When reporting the TAG lipid class
concentration, the LWM software corrects for this by dividing
the summed concentration of all TAG combinations by a
factor of three.

Figure 1. Comparison between BD and MTBE lipid extraction methods. (a) Histogram of overlapping lipids between the two methods with CV
values on the x-axis and counts of lipid species on the y-axis. (b) Violin plot to compare the performance of sites between the two methods. (c)
Scatter plot to summarize the performance of each laboratory between the method: the x-axis represents the ratio of mean concentration of the BD
extraction method to the MTBE method using the base-2 logarithmic scale and the y-axis represents the ratio of standard deviation of the two
methods. Larger dots represent the center of the distribution of the data points for each laboratory calculated from the fitted distribution
(represented by the ovals). The ovals represent 95% of the data entries using the fitted multivariate t-distribution.
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■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The main goal of our study was to investigate the
interlaboratory performance of the Lipidyzer platform in a
preclinical setting. For this purpose, we started our
investigation with SRM 1950 and compared the BD20 and
MTBE21 extraction methods, based on the observed CV and
COD values as an essential first step toward harmonization
among the Lipidyzer community. Subsequently, we compared
the interlaboratory repeatability using SRM 1950 plasma in
combination with the MTBE extraction protocol. As a next
step, we investigated the interlaboratory performance using
more clinically relevant materials, such as three NIST
candidates RM 8231 consisting of DB, HTG plasma, and AA
plasma. The latter may help shed light on possible analytical
challenges across ethnic group differences, which is an
important aspect of personalized health care. Ultimately, we
investigated the correlation of the observed data analyzing a
clinical cohort study related to FH between three participating
laboratories.
Comparison of Extraction Methods. The BD20 method

is the most widely used lipid extraction method and is also
provided as the standard extraction protocol with the Lipidyzer
platform. However, for practical purposes, the MTBE21

method has an advantage as the lipid fraction is portioned
into the upper layer during extraction, facilitating automation
and miniaturization. To compare the two extraction methods,
we used the SRM 1950 data from four measurement days for
both methods from all participating laboratories and calculated
consensus values after applying the exclusion criteria as
described in the method section.

In total, we were able to quantify 856 and 854 lipids in SRM
1950 using the BD and MTBE extractions, respectively. After
applying the exclusion criteria, we selected 730 lipids from the
BD extraction and 724 lipids from the MTBE extraction for the
consensus value calculations. Ultimately, we were able to assign
consensus values to 685 and 696 lipid species from BD and
MTBE extraction, respectively (a complete list of consensus
valued of lipid species and lipid classes can be found in Tables
S2−S5 in Supporting Information S2). Both methods resulted
in comparable numbers of lipid species for consensus
concentration values with COD ≤ 20% except for FFA, PC,
and PE lipid classes, where slightly higher differences were
observed. A total of 21 FFAs and 49 PCs were selected with
the MTBE protocol compared to 16 FFAs and 34 PCs with
BD. Similarly, 50 PEs were selected with the BD protocol
compared to 43 PEs with MTBE. However, both methods
performed almost equally well when investigating the number
of lipid species for which a consensus value could be assigned.
Ultimately, we compared the distribution of COD values
among the lipid classes, confirming that both methods worked
equally well, as the average COD of lipid species for all lipid
classes was largely comparable between the methods.
To further investigate the interlaboratory performance of the

two extraction methods, we next compared the distribution of
CV values between the two methods in all participating
laboratories (Figure 1). Prior to the CV calculation, we
included lipids from a measurement day of a laboratory only if
three out of five replicates were reported successful. Next, we
calculated the mean concentration of each lipid for each
measurement day to calculate the CV. As can be seen from

Figure 2. Distribution of CV across the sites and lipid classes of all repeated measurements of the pooled sample aliquots. The median value is
marked by a horizontal line inside the box. The whiskers extending from top and bottom of the box represent the largest and smallest non-outlier
values, respectively.
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Figure 1a, improved repeatability was observed using the
MTBE extraction protocol. Comparing the performance of the
individual sites (Figure 1b), we found that all sites reported
similar or better results employing the MTBE method during
the full four-day SRM 1950 analysis trial. A total of 704 lipid
species were measured with a CV ≤ 20%, with the average CV
across the 13 lipid classes below 15% (Figure S2 in Supporting
Information S1). To further study and compare the perform-
ance of the two methods, we investigated the relationships
between the mean ratio and standard deviation of the two
methods per lipid species per laboratory (Figure 1c). Three
important aspects became evident. First, the two methods
reported similar mean concentrations, that is, the data points
(representing lipid species) were close to zero on the x-axis
with randomness representing inaccuracies between the two
methods. Ideally, the two methods are of similar precision for
identical lipids, that is, the data points are centered around

zero on the y-axis. Systematic bias on the y-axis indicates that
one method is more precise. Furthermore, in an ideal situation,
the mean and standard deviation ratios are independent, that
is, the major axis of the oval representing the data distribution
is parallel to the y-axis (or the x-axis, in case the precision is
better than accuracy). Overall, the methods are in better
agreement when the distribution represented by the oval is
small and vice versa. Most sites had comparable method
performance. Site 13 reported, on average, higher concen-
trations with lower precision for BD. Site 11 reported worse
agreement between the two methods with the largest spread in
the distribution. In summary, the MTBE extraction protocol
was not only more practical but also resulted in more precise
interlaboratory results. For that purpose, we opted to use the
MTBE method throughout the remainder of the study.
Furthermore, we evaluated the technical repeatability (i.e.,

repeated injection of pooled materials) between the sites by

Figure 3. Comparison of reported consensus values of the current study with LIPID MAPS16 and Bowden et al.10 (a) and (b) Correlation and
boxplot representing the fold change comparison between the reported consensus values and Lipid MAPS. (c) and (d) Correlation and boxplot
representing the fold change comparison between the reported consensus values of the current study and Bowden et al.
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comparing the results obtained from the analysis of pooled
samples across four consecutive days (pooled BD and MTBE
aliquots). As can be seen from Figure 2 all sites reported
acceptable CVs across all lipid classes. The overall technical
repeatability across all lipid classes had a mean CV of 6.6% and
third quartile at 8.6%, with each lipid class reporting a CV
below 15% on average. It is important to mention that the CVs
of the DCER lipid class are relatively high due to its very low
abundance in plasma. The highest mean CV value of 8.3% was
observed by site 11 and the lowest of 5.5% by site 5.
Consensus Values and Breakdown of the SRM 1950

Plasma Lipidome. As the next step in our investigation, we
aimed for consensus value determination and comparison with
earlier studies using the SRM 1950. We were able to quantify
854 lipids representing 13 major lipid classes and assigned
consensus values to more than 80% of the quantified lipids.
Given that the participating laboratories applied identical
workflows, we assigned final consensus values to lipids with a
strict exclusion criterion of COD > 20%. In total, 696 out of
724 selected lipids satisfied the COD ≤ 20% criterion to assign
consensus values. The average COD of all lipid classes was
<15%. The top five lipid classes with the lowest average COD

were CER (5%), HCER (5%), LCER (6%), TAG (7%), and
DAG (8%). The top 100 most abundant and least abundant
lipids had an average COD of 8.8 and 9.5%, respectively,
indicating excellent repeatability at both the upper and lower
ends of the concentration range.
Finally, we compared the consensus values for SRM 1950

from this study with the values reported by earlier reports.10,16

The two earlier reports determined consensus values for SRM
1950 plasma using either triple quadrupole technology (LIPID
MAPS) or diverse analytical methods and platforms (Bowden
et al.10). LIPID MAPS and Bowden et al. reported consensus
concentrations of 588 and 339 lipid species, respectively. In
total, 138 overlapping lipid species were found between our
study and LIPID MAPS and 131 lipid species between our
study and Bowden et al. A comparison of the reported
concentrations of overlapping lipids is shown in Figure 3. For
comparison, the lipid species of TAG, DAG, PC, and PE lipid
classes from the current study were reported in the
concatenated form. As seen in the correlation plots (Figure
3), the reported lipid concentrations from the current study
showed a higher correlation with Bowden et al. compared to
LIPID MAPS, while our method appears to be more sensitive

Figure 4. Interlaboratory performance of the Lipidyzer platform on NIST candidate RM 8231. (a) All Pearson correlations of determined lipid
species in NIST candidate RM 8231 between sites. (b) Cluster analysis of selected lipids. Only those lipids selected in SRM 1950 (measured by at
least seven sites with minimum three replicates in a day and CV ≤ 20%) were considered. Site 9 did not measure high triglyceride plasma.
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than both as can be judged from the slope of the regression
equations (a detailed comparison of lipid species concen-
trations is listed in Table S6 of Supporting Information S2).
Given that Bowden et al. reported on measurements
performed on different platforms, it is remarkable how good
the correlation was. This is another confirmation that
lipidomics, as a field, is converging toward the higher standards
of repeatability. Furthermore, appropriate normalization
methods can be used to correct quantitative biases and
harmonize lipidomics data across different platforms.28 More-
over, isotope correction for increased quantitative accuracy is
gaining attention in the field.29 However, the Lipidyzer
platform was initially developed without isotope correction,
and both previous ring trials (LIPID MAPS and Bowden et
al.10,16) did not apply any isotope correction. Consequently,
when comparing with previous works, we refrained from
isotope correction. Nevertheless, using our recently published
algorithm for isotopically correcting the Lipidyzer data,30 we
provide a comparison between corrected and uncorrected
values for all investigated NIST materials in Tables S7 and S8
in Supporting Information S2. As can be seen, roughly 85% of
all reported lipids present with a deviation of <20%.
NIST Candidate Reference Material 8231−Diabetic,

High Triglyceride, and African-American Plasma. For the
next step in evaluating the interlaboratory performance of the
Lipidyzer platform, we compared the interlaboratory perform-
ance of the plasma materials using disease and ethnicity-related

categories. Recently, semiquantitative values for complex lipids
in candidate RM 8231 have been reported using a non-targeted
UHPLC-MS/MS method.31 A breakdown of these lipidomes
from our study is summarized in Figure S6 in Supporting
Information S1. We quantified 849, 843, and 827 lipids in DB,
HTG, and AA plasma, respectively. After applying our
exclusion criteria, we selected 760, 744, and 714 lipids for
consensus value calculations. Subsequently, we assigned
consensus values to 714, 692, and 683 lipids in DB, HTG,
and AA plasma samples. A list of consensus values of lipid
species can be found in Tables S9 and S10 in Supporting
Information S2. Consensus values were again calculated with a
strict exclusion criterion of COD > 20% to represent the most
probable interval of true concentration values in the
investigated plasma lipidomes. The average COD of the
selected lipids in each lipid class was ≤17% in all plasma
samples. The highest average COD was observed for the PC
(17%) and lowest for the CE (4%) lipid class. The PC lipid
class also had the highest number of excluded lipids, with COD
> 20% for up to 40% of the reported lipids. A list of consensus
values of excluded lipids is shown in Table S11 in Supporting
Information S2.
The main goal of analyzing these plasma samples was to test

the robustness of the platform measuring plasma from different
clinical and ethnic backgrounds. This is an important step
toward the standardization and validation of the platform for
its use in preclinical studies and biomarker research. For this

Figure 5. Correlation of reported concentration of lipids in 59 plasma samples related to familial hypercholesterolemia between three sites. (a)
Histogram of pairwise Pearson’s correlation coefficient between three sites. (b−d) Correlation of the reported lipid concentrations between sites 3
and 8, 7 and 8, and 3 and 7, respectively.
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evaluation, we considered the 704 lipids selected from our
previous analysis of the SRM 1950 material with CV ≤ 20%.
First, we calculated pairwise Pearson correlations of lipid
concentrations reported between all seven participating
laboratories (Figure 4a). A significant number of lipid species
had correlations close to 1. This proved that the reported lipid
species concentrations were in very good agreement between
the sites. Next, we performed hierarchical clustering (Figure
4b) to further compare the obtained results. We observed
separate clusters for each of the investigated plasma materials
showing that all laboratories could distinguish the different
plasma samples. The cluster analysis also revealed a site-
specific separation for each analyzed plasma.
Familial Hypercholesterolemia Cohort Samples. As a

final step of our investigation, three sites analyzed 59 plasma
samples from individuals with FH. We considered the same
704 lipids as selected in SRM 1950 plasma for these cohort
samples. The main goal of this analysis was to compare
whether different laboratories would obtain similar results
when analyzing a “real” clinical study.
To evaluate the concordance across laboratories, we

calculated pairwise correlations between sites for the
monitored lipid species concentrations. A histogram of the
Pearson’s correlation coefficient (Figure 5a) showed very good
agreement between sites, with a significant number of
measurements correlated with values above 80%. The
agreement was the highest between sites 3 and 8 and the
lowest between sites 7 and 8. Figure 5b−d shows that different
classes were correlated between sites (TAGs were removed to
visualize the other classes and are reported in Figure S4 in
Supporting Information S1). Lipid classes correlated best
between sites 7 and 8, showing the narrowest spread of data
points along the diagonal. It is also worth mentioning the
visible systematic bias in one class, PC, at site 3, reported lower
concentration values compared to both sites 7 and 8. Site 3
also reported the lowest concentrations for PC in SRM 1950
among the participating laboratories. However, such a
systematic difference should not significantly bias the overall
interpretation in most instances.
Overall, our analysis showed congruent results considering

several additional sources of variation when comparing a “real”
clinical trial with the analysis of a standardized material such as
SRM 1950. Aliquotation of small sample volumes, 50 μL in our
case, as well as sample thawing, shipment conditions, and
individual processing are inevitable sources of variation, which
can largely be prevented when analyzing the SRM 1950
material. Considering these circumstances, three sites robustly
measured more than 500 lipid species in the cohort plasma
samples. A recent study on reproducibility of targeted lipidome
analyses in plasma and erythrocytes using the Lipidyzer
platform also reported that 491 lipid measurements in plasma
were reproduced well over a 6 week period.32 This promising
number of robustly measured lipids puts the platform in a
strong position to be used in important clinical research and
biomarker discovery studies. At present, it is still a challenging
task to reproduce clinical metabolomics findings between
laboratories, with the major impediment being the limited
methodological and practical agreement among laboratories.
Although harmonization will remain a significant challenge for
the entire lipidomics community, we showed here that the
Lipidyzer platform can provide robust and clinically relevant
results by using harmonized analysis protocols.

■ CONCLUSIONS
Our study analytically compared two well-established lipid
extraction protocols and incorporated clinically relevant plasma
materials to prove that a harmonized analysis protocol can
result in excellent interlaboratory lipidomics data. Moreover,
we have assigned an unprecedented number of lipid consensus
values not only for pooled SRM 1950 plasma but also for
clinically relevant disease-related HTG, DB, as well as for AA
plasma materials, and provided a quantitative lipidomics
overview of these materials. The robust measurement of lipids
was possible because the Lipidyzer platform standardizes all
steps of the analysis process: sample extraction, standard
preparation, acquisition method, and data processing and
reporting. Furthermore, using a validated targeted method
provides consistent results compared to untargeted methods
across multiple laboratories, instruments, and operators. The
entire lipidomics community can utilize the reported reference
values to extend their quality control activities and serve as a
quantitative benchmark for several hundred lipid species in the
investigated human plasma materials. At present, the Lipidizer
platform misses out on some important lipid classes such as
phosphatidylinositol and phosphatidylserine. However, just
recently an open access version of the LWM has been
published not only enabling workflow adaptations such as the
addition of additional classes or the definition and assignment
of internal standards but also isotope correction.30 We believe
that this new approach together with the here provided
evidence, that standardized methods and protocols lead to
reproducible and comparable data, will bring quantitative,
comprehensive lipidomics closer to the bedside.
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